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Box No. II Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons

1 Claims Nos
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely

2 I I Claims Nos
because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an
extent that no meaningful international search can be earned out, specifically

D Claims Nos
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6 4(a)

Box No. Ill Observations whereunity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows

Group 1, claims 1-14, drawn to a patient support apparatus comprising
- a support surface, said support surface including at least one fluid bladder and a recess,
- a fluid delivery system configured to deliver fluid to said bladder, said fluid delivery system including a pump having a fluid output and
a fluid input,
- a chamber wall defining a chamber in fluid communication with said fluid input or said fluid output of said pump, and said chamber wall
absorbing vibration from said pump when said pump is operated to output fluid at said fluid output, and
- at least a portion of said fluid delivery system being located in said recess

'SEE SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET TO CONTINUE '

1 As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
claims

2 As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of
additional fees

3 I I As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos

No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant Consequently, this international search report is
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims, it is covered by claims Nos
1-14

Remark on Protest | | The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the
payment of a protest fee

I I The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest
fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation

I No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees

Form PCT/ISA/210 (continuation of first sheet (2)) (April 2007)
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In continuation of BOX III Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

Group 2, claims 15-22, drawn to a patient support apparatus comprising
- a base surface,
- a compressible surface having a head end and a foot end,
- a base wall supporting said compressible surface, said base wall supported on said base surface, and
- said base wall having a slippery surface over at least a portion of said base wall between said base wall and said base surface
adjacent said head end of said compressible surface and a non-skid surface over at least a portion of said base wall adjacent said foot
end of said compressible surface wherein said base wall can slide relative to said base surface at said head end of said compressible
surface

Group 3, claims 23-29, drawn to a patient support apparatus comprising
- a flexible support surface having a head end and a foot end, said support surface including at least one fluid bladder and a
compressible cradle supporting said bladder,
- a base wall supporting said cradle,
- a fluid delivery system configured to deliver fluid to said bladder, and
- said cradle having a bottom wall and two opposed side walls, said bottom wall having regions of increased thickness at said head end
of said support surface wherein said regions of increased thickness facilitate positioning of a patient's head in a supine position

Group 4, claims 30-33, drawn to a patient support apparatus comprising
- a patient support apparatus-based communication network,
- a control panel in communication with said network,
- a support surface, said support surface including at least one fluid bladder and a recess,
- a fluid delivery system configured to deliver fluid to said bladder, said fluid delivery system including a controller and a pump having a
fluid output and a fluid input, at least a portion of said fluid delivery system enclosed in said recess, and
- said controller in communication with said patient support apparatus-based communication network

Group 5, claims 34-45, drawn to a patient support apparatus comprising
a support surface, said support surface including at least one fluid bladder, a base wall, and a cradle, said cradle formed from a

compressible material and having a compressible lower wall supported by said base wall, and said bladder being supported by said
cradle and having a tether trapped between the lower compressible wall, and
- a fluid delivery system configured to deliver fluid to said bladder

Group 6, claims 46-58, drawn to a patient support apparatus comprising
- a support surface, said support surface including a plurality of fluid bladders and a base wall,
- a compressible member position between said bladders and said base wall,
- said bladders being in a stacked arrangement over said compressible member, and
- said bladders having at least one anchor trapped between said compressible member and said base wall,
- a fluid delivery system including a pump configured to deliver fluid to said bladders, and
- at least a portion of said fluid delivery system being located in said support surface

Group 7, claims 59-74, drawn to a hospital equipment comprising
- a member, a clip mounting to said member, and an accessory mounting member configured for mounting an accessory to said clip

Group 8, claims 75-82, drawn to a clip for mounting to a member of hospital equipment

The inventions listed as Groups 1-8 do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13 1 because, under PCT Rule
13 2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons
Groups 1-6 do not include the inventive concept of a clip for mounting to a member of hospital equipment, as required by Groups 7 and
8
Groups 1-3, 5 and 6 do not include the inventive concept of a patient support apparatus-based communication network, as required by
Group 4

As to Groups 1-3, 5 and 6 , although said groups do share the inventive concepts of a support surface and a fluid delivery system, said
shared technical features do not represent a contribution over the prior art Specifically, US 2002/0016994 A 1 to Hand et al teaches a
patient support (proning) bed or hospital bed, including a support surface (para [0004]), with recess (para [0020], [0022], [0026]), fluid
bladder (para [0021]), cradle (para [0007], [0023]), base (para [0007], [0022]) and fluid delivery system (para [0039]) As said support
surface and fluid delivery system were known at the time of the invention, as evidenced by the teaching of Hand, this cannot be
considered a special technical feature that would otherwise unify the groups

As to Groups 7 and 8 , although said groups do share the inventive concept of a clip for mounting to a member of hospital equipment,
said shared technical feature does not represent a contribution over the prior art Specifically, US 4,141 ,1 19 A (Nodo) discloses a clip
with a first clip member and plate (col 2, In 32-33), a second clip member with plate (col 2, In 37-38), with an operative center that is
pivotally interconnected between the first and second clip members (col 2, In 50-55), and can be cylindπcal while also generate biasing
forces (col 3, In 68 - col 4, In 3, col 5, In 25-33) As said clip for mounting to a member of hospital equipment was known at the time of
the invention, as evidenced by the teaching of Nodo, this cannot be considered a special technical feature that would otherwise unify the
groups

Groups 1-8 therefore lack unity under PCT Rule 13 because they do not share a same or corresponding special technical feature
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